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#UnAwards18 ENTRY // NOMINATION FORM

Please complete this entry form and email it to admin@comms2point0unawards.co.uk 
by 25 October 2018 (midnight)

You are able to send one piece of supporting information to help with your entry (but 
please only send one as our judges will not be able to look at any more than this) 

Thanks.

your name
Andrew Foster

your email address
Andrew.foster@nhft.nhs.uk

your organisational @twitter
NHFTNHS

your personal @twitter [optional]
Andi_foster

category entered
BEST COMMS/DIGITAL TEAM

name of organisation/team/individual 
being entered/nominated

Northamptonshire Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust

name of entry
Northamptonshire Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust 
Communications Team

date project delivered [to / from]

campaign/project budget

brief description of objectives

brief outline of strategy/plan
 

what did you deliver and how did you 
measure it?
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what were the outcomes/benefits?
 

tell us why you should win 
[in no more than 100 words]

2018 has been a phenomenal year for the communications at 
Northamptonshire Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust. It is a year 
where as a Trust we have been rated Outstanding by the CQC (only 
the second combined community and mental health Trust to 
receive this rating), with projects and developments led by the 
communications team mentioned throughout the report. Below 
are just a few areas of our focus in the last year.

Collateral development – 5,4,3,2,1 roadmap

As a team we had an idea to bring together everything we stand, 
the idea being it would make it easier for staff to remember and 
easier for them to explain to visitors such as the CQC. The roadmap 
brings together our:

- 5 - values
- 4 - leadership behaviour
- 3 - directorates
- 2 - enablers (Trust strategy and operational plan)
- 1 – mission
-

The initial collateral was a poster (please see attached) which has 
then been developed into writing pads, cards to attach to lanyards, 
banners and more, ensuring what we stand for is prominent and 
understood across our Trust. The CQC understood our culture and 
recognised that it was embedded in our staff body, it has been 
recognised by the HSJ Awards with a shortlisting for provider Trust 
of the year.  

Conferences and festivals

In late 2017 the communications team were vital in the 
development and running of a week of events ‘Shaping our future 
together’ which aimed to shape the future direction of our Trust 
strategy.

Working with Learning and Development we ran, 5 conferences, in 
5 days, across 4 locations, with 5 key note speakers, and 11 
breakout sessions on each day. In total over 600 members of staff 
attended the conferences.  The feedback and ideas from these 
events were taken by the Trust’s strategy lead and used to shape 
the strategy refresh. 

In July 2018 we worked alongside Learning and Development and 
Occupational Health and Wellbeing to run a wellbeing festival in a 
day. The event, attended by over 400 staff, featured taster 
sessions and seminars on various areas focused on wellbeing. It 
included a keynotes address from Sally Gunnel. As a team we were 
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instrumental in branding the day, developing collateral, promoting 
the event as well as the practical planning and running of the day. 

Digital developments

We have a key focus on the future and ensuring the trust is digital 
ready. One area we have looked at is electronic forms hosted on 
our Trust website. The first such form to launch was in specialist 
children’s service. We worked with them to develop a single 
electronic referral form for all their services, which can be used by 
professionals including clinicians, teachers, social workers and 
other professional agencies. In the first year there were over 7000 
completed professional forms.    

Since launching this form we have now launched forms for services 
including IAPT, Perinatal Mental Health, Complaints, Recovery 
College, Podiatry, Falls Prevention, MSK Physiotherapy, HPV 
vaccination, Specialist Palliative Care and rTMS. Each form we 
launch is improving processes and making them more efficient, 
helping to save services time and resources.

Another area of development has been online live chat. We 
initially launched a live chat for CAMHS called ‘CAMHS Live’, where 
young people and their parents or carers can get advice on the 
appropriate service for them through a chat with a clinician 
through our website. On average the chat sees 16-20 
conversations a month. Where they meet the criteria they are 
assisted in making a self-referral into CAMHS, where they don’t 
meet the criteria they are advised on appropriate services that 
could support them based on their needs. Recently we have 
developed a live chat service for the 0-19 (universal children’s) 
service’s admin hub. This service allows people to change 
appointments or find general information quickly and easily.

On our intranet we have launched a new space in the last 12 
months called the learning lessons zone. This brings together 
internal learning for incidents alongside feeds from NHSI, creating 
a central repository of information and ideas for staff. This zone 
was praised in our CQC report and contributed to the improved 
rating in the ‘Safe’ domain. 

Recently members of our team have spoken at website and 
intranet development events for other communication 
professionals, sharing good practice from our developments. 

Equality

As a team we worked with the equalities lead for the Trust over 
the last 12 months to set and embed the equality agenda 
throughout the Trust. This area encompasses roadshows, 
stakeholder management, development of rainbow lanyards to 
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support LGBTQ, and the design of collateral including a well-
received booklet for staff introducing equality, our staff networks, 
reasonable adjustments and more. The focus on and culture of 
equality was recognised in our CQC report.

Staff recognition and engagement

At a time of unprecedented pressure for those working within the 
NHS reward and recognition through good internal 
communications is more important to us than ever. Our NHFT 
Quality Awards provide a focal point of excellence in the Trust and 
also has a positive impact on our staff engagement. The awards are 
back for their 5th year in 2018 and are completely run by the 
communications team. Across the 11 categories we hold 3 rounds 
each year, with an overall winner announced at an annual awards 
ceremony. We ensure this ceremony is held to an exceptional 
standard, comparable to the biggest industry award ceremonies in 
the country while being fully funded by sponsors. Since running the 
awards we have seen a year-on-year increase in staff engagement 
and satisfaction scores through the National NHS Staff survey, an 
increase in a recommendation for the Trust as a place to work, an 
increase in nominations and an increase in attendance at the 
ceremony. 

In late 2017 we added a staff engagement lead to our team, to 
ensure this vital piece of work was given the focus it deserves. 
There first piece of work was to develop a staff engagement; 
‘5,4,3,2,1: Let’s talk’, from which an action plan has been 
developed ensuring areas of greatest need are prioritised first. We 
are already seeing an impact of this work, with services engaging 
and developing to help improve staff engagement. 

Northamptonshire Health and Care Partnership – STP

Our influence and energy now extends countywide due to our role 
in the STP for Northamptonshire. In early 2018 our Head of 
Communications took on the role of communications lead for the 
STP alongside her day job, ensuring that the same level of high 
standard is being brought to an STP which was struggling to be 
understood. She has used her influence and passion for 
communications to demonstrate to others the need to invest in 
the profession and develop a team dedicated to this partnership. 

These are just the highlights of our activity and developments over 
the last 12 months; we believe we are an outstanding team, 
providing an outstanding service, to an outstanding Trust. We are 
committed to each other and the Trust we work for, ensuring we 
develop as professionals as well as ensuring this is a positive place 
to work for our Team and those who work alongside us.
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